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Commentary

On Thursday, September 9th,
2021, the Eritrean-American
and Ethiopian-American
communities of California
held a town hall meeting
with Governor Gavin
Newsom. This town hall was
timely because it was right
before a historic recall
election in the state; the
governor found himself in a
challenging predicament
with the risk of being
replaced by a Republican
nominee. The objective of
this meeting was two-fold:
first, selected
representatives spoke on
behalf of the two
communities, citing,
generally, Eritreans’ and
Ethiopians’ historic tendency
to vote Democrat; and
second, it was an
opportunity to demonstrate
the organization and
cohesion of both
communities on how to
influence US foreign policy
in the Horn of Africa, as vital
participants in the electoral
process here in the United
States.
In the last year, we have
witnessed the Biden
administration’s aggressive
US foreign policies, which
have served to breathe life
into a slowly-dying Tigray
People’s Liberation Front
(TPLF) and punish the
Ethiopian and Eritrean
governments for striving to
weed out this cancerous
entity that has been the
source of war in the region
for decades.

Nevertheless, the newfound
Horn-cooperation reflects a
Pan-African spirit, thus
serving as a model for how
African countries can
overcome historical
tensions and conflicts to
better their peoples.
Without a doubt, this is a
unique time in the Horn of
Africa’s diaspora history.
Eritrean, Ethiopian, and
Somali Americans are
etching a newfound
political consciousness,
uniting on the ground and
in virtual communities to
speak out against
unwarranted Western
intervention in the region’s
affairs. At this juncture, our
respective countries are
laboring to establish
economic cooperation,
engage in processual peacebuilding, and develop a
regional political-economic
interdependence in a way
that would benefit the lives
of everyday citizens.
The days of colonialism,
imperialism, and neocolonialism have shown us
that indirect rule from the
West has never stood to
improve Africans’ lives
sustainably. Instead, we
have learned and continue
to observe how Western
foreign policy has worked
to pit us against one
another, igniting hostilities
instead of a valuable and
urgent discussion about
fostering development in
areas of health, education,
infrastructure, and so on.

We realize that we
influence Americans and
that our role as diaspora
nationals is to become a
part of political life in
the United States –
wielding our voices in
the upcoming midterm
elections, for instance.
As a voting bloc in the
US – a group of voters
who unite and mobilize
towards a common cause
or causes, allowing them
to have a notable
influence in an election
because of their
concerted effort to vote
together – we will do our
due diligence to help
protect the sacredness of
our nation’s sovereignty
and ensure our peoples’
right to flourish and
prosper at home.
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Culture

A glimpse on the potential of
rock-art culture in Eritrea

credit: Eriarcheo: The Antiquity of Eritrea

Rock art is a man-made depiction or
engraving of early human activity.
In the absence of written evidence
with regard to the prehistoric people,
we heavily rely on these man-made
depictions to narrate a story that we
are for the most part oblivious to.
As the name suggests these
prehistoric depictions are either
drawn or engraved on rock surfaces.
Rock arts or engravings are mainly
found in rock shelters, rock
dwellings, and caves.
Rock arts can be considered as the
masterpiece of prehistoric people not
only because they depict and portray
the people’s way of life, but they also
convey, alongside many of their other
attributes, their creativity. They also
reveal contextual information related
to the habitat the people lived in, the
economy or the subsistence system
they practiced, the religion and
deities they worshiped, and the
society and community they shared
their lives with.
Rock art sites are also referred to as
pictographs or petroglyphs and are
present in every society located in
every corner of the world. This is
why rock arts can be considered as
the universal expression of the
human intellect.

This kind of art lets us understand the
relation prehistoric man had with the
habitat. By interpreting the art we
comprehend the esthetic language of
the sedentary man and that of the
nomad, of the hunter and the herder, of
the warrior and the farmer. By
analyzing the style and the content we
can identify which of the following the
designated rock painting or engraving
belonged to.
In Eritrea, there is a multitude of rock
art sites all over the country. Zelalem
Teka, with regard to the distribution
and significance of ancient rock art
sites in Eritrea, affirms that the major
concertation of rock art sites in Eritrea
are around the Adi-Qeih area, a town
located in the Eritrean southern region
and is also known for its vast and
variety of archaeological remains. Other
rock art sites have been documented
around the town of Haicota and the
Barka River. Here drawings and
engravings of animals, humans, and
abstract representations have been
documented around the villages of
Cullite, Dinae and Elitt.
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In the northern part of the countryrock art, sites are present around the
localities of Qarora Rora, and figures
represented in these sites include
cattle, goats, sheep, and some
geometric designs. Core localities for
these representations are Ciakat,
Nagran, and Deudeu. The central part
of the country is characterized
mainly by rock engravings rather
than rock paintings. Two, in
particular, are worth mentioning,
Baati Mariam and Daaro Paulos,
where engravings of human figures
are quite prominent. Studies carried
out by Cervicek in 1972 put into light
engravings of animals and abstract
designs in areas such as Quantebba,
Mehba Worki, Harom, Qortamit, Maji
Melehess, Lamdrara, and Dembe
Wedi Mudui. Rock art sites are also
evident around the city of Tio, where
engravings and depictions of camels
and geometric designs are mainly
present.
A study conducted in 2002 by a
group of Italian scholars on the
elements that compose the red and
black paints that characterize a
significant number of the Eritrean
rock arts elucidated that all the red
and black paints, taken from a wide
range of samples collected by Paolo
Graziosi around 1960, revealed the
presence of hematite and manganese
hydro-oxides respectively. These
results are not conclusive and, for
this reason, rock arts in Eritrea
require further inquiry.

Culture
Thematic representations vary from
location to location and the following
are the most recurrent themes. A)
The representation of a cow and its
calf is an indication of pastoral
societies. These kinds of
representations are present in sites
like Adi Qansa, Cor Sahune, Nishto
coho, and a number of other sites.
B) Anthropomorphic figures of a
group of men horizontally placed -except in some cases these
anthropomorphic figures are
represented without any type of
clothing and are often drawn in
association with bovines. An
important example is that of Sullum
Baati. C) Anthropomorphic figures of
warriors -- here the men are
represented with long and elegant
bodies, with broad shoulders while
showing off their metallic spears.
Prominent examples are that of
Zeban Ona libanos, Metecca Are, and
Kesad Kerni. D) Animal figures of a
feline ready to attack -- these kinds
of representations are visible in sites
like Adi Alawti, Zeban Kebesa and
Jago, but in the first site, the feline
seems to have been hurt representing
him as the attacked rather than the
attacker. E) Anthropomorphic figures
representing scenes of farming -these kinds of drawings portray
images of daily life and are of very
rare occurrence in the Eritrean
context.
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In fact, the only example of this type
is the very unclear image found in
the site of Enda Abba Gerima and
that of Hishmele. F) The majority of
the representations present in the
Eritrean context are herds. These
images are of a group of oxen, sheep,
goats, and other related concepts,
and these portrayals are closely
related to representations of cows
with their little ones. Examples of
this kind are that of Hishmele,
Qarora, and Sullum Baati.
It is important to mention some of
the most prominent and well-known
rock art sites to create awareness
among the society. A) Hishmele: This
site is located near the town of AdiQeih. The paintings are found in two
rock shelters. IIn the first one the
representations include 17 bovines
and 8 humans depicted in red paint
while in the second one 21 humpless
long-horned cattle, one human
figure, and a sheep are depicted in
the northern part of the shelter,
while in the southern part 8 cattle
without a hump and longhorn and a
sheep are represented. B) Adi Alewti:
this site is found in the Qohaito
Cultural landscape and the
representations comprise around
fifty animal figures, which are
mostly camels and donkeys. A
herdsman is depicted at the top of
the stone with a round head and a
long stick. Except for some, all the
animals carry loads, and this
suggests the use of animals as a
means of transportation.

C) Iyago: These sites are located
approximately 1 km from the
historical place of Qohaito. The
images are mostly of animals with a
few anthropomorphic depictions.
D) Maelewya: Unlike the other rock
art sites surrounding the town of
Adi-Keih, this particular site is
characterized by engravings rather
than paintings. The
representations include seven
humans with spears and a few
animals. E) Mai Nefhi: On this site,
anthropomorphic figures are
engraved on the walls of the cave.
The differences in the size of the
figures are indicators of an age
difference. The sex difference is
indicated by the shape of the head;
while flatheads represent men the
round ones represent women.
These are very few examples of the
multitude of rock art sites located
in Eritrea and can be taken as
indicators of the geographic
distribution and the iconographic
themes of rock art sites in Eritrea.
Rock art sites are widely
distributed within the country, and
it is important to make people
aware of their presence and
distribution so that they could be
protected by the community living
around these areas. By
communicating their importance
and their socio-historical values
rock arts will be shielded from
vandalism and any kind of
destruction that might come their
way.
https://eriarchaeo.wixsite.com/website
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Music
By NCEA, Southeast Region
Festival Preparatory Team

Albert Einstein said, “If I
were not a physicist, I
would probably be a
musician”. A famous
musician Madonna, noted,
“Music makes the people
come together. Music
mixes the bourgeoisie and
the rebel”.

The Role of Music in Reenforcing Eritrea’s
Identity, Consciousness, and Determination
The Red Sea was the route
by which Christianity and
Islam reached the area in
the first millennium. In
addition, the Red Sea
served as an important
trade route to the
Pharaonic Egyptians and
Ottoman Turks.

Tigre musicians in the 1920s

It sounds like music is the
most popular language
that helps people find their
identity.
This is an attempt to
examine how music
strengthened Eritrean
identity, raised sociopolitical consciousness
and uplifted peoples’
determination to defend
national sovereignty.
Eritrea’s coastal location
has long been an essential
part of its history and
culture. Eritrea is an
Italianized version of
“Mare Erythraeum,” Latin
for “Red Sea.”

Identity is a subpart of
culture, and the narrative
of the nine nationalities
makes up Eritrean
Identity: Tigrinya, Tigre,
Kunama, Bilen, Nara, Saho,
Afar, B'dawyt, and
Rashaida.
A picture taken in the
1920s portrays Tigre’s
ethnic musical
performance. Today, after
100 years, the way they
dress up, dance, celebrate
weddings, birthdays, and
other social events make
their narrative expressed
by music, for there is no
party without music.

Some iconic traditional
artists of the 1930s and
40s were Mohammad
Hiyabu, poet and
singer (in B'dawyt),
Idris Amir (in Tigre),
Adem Idris (Nara), etc.
The Concise Oxford
Dictionary defines
music as “the art of
combining vocal or
instrumental sounds
(or both) to produce
beauty of form,
harmony, and
expression of emotion.”
According to the above
definition, Eritrea has a
long history of folk
music and religious
ritual with Christianity
and Islam. The nine
nationalities in Eritrea
have their musical
instruments, beats, and
rhythms used in their
respective localities.
They use different
types of devices, except
they have the drum in
common. The drum
may have a different
size, shape, and name,
but the drum sets the
beat and rhythm in
each nationality’s
traditional music.
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Drum is known as Kubbur
(Nara), Kalambura (Bilen),
Kabro (Afar), Kebero (Saho
and Tigrinya).
The first Eritrean
marching band was
established in 1890, almost
when Eritrea was
constituted as an Italian
colonial settler state. With
the advent of Italian
colonial rule, modern
musical instruments were
introduced, and skills were
learned as an apprentice.
In the early 60s, Eritrean
artists incorporated the
newly learned trade with
the original traditional
culture and produced
modern Eritrean
music. This new
contemporary music was
heavily influenced by
western Jazz and Blues
transmitted by “The Rock
of East Africa” 24-hour
radio station in the U.S.
military base at Kagnew
Station.

The early Eritrean artist of
the 1950s, Mr. Atewebrhan
Segid, sang Blues to express
malcontent with the sham
federation between Eritrea
and Ethiopia using “kirar”
on stage. The artist openly
exposed the Ethiopian
conspiracy of divide and
rule policy along with a
religious and regional basis
to control the Eritrean
people.
In 1954, Mr. Alemayo
Kahsay formed an
Indigenous Theater
Association and started to
teach plays. In 1961, the
association developed into
Mahber Theater Asmara
(Ma. T.A) to standardize
music in Asmara. However,
it took half a century for
the artists to combine
traditional instruments
with modern equipment. At
this time, we have the
rebirth of contemporary
Eritrean music.
In the 1960s, some notable
artists started to protest
using metaphor or allegory
to get their messages to the
people regarding the illegal
annexation of Eritrea by
Ethiopia in violation of the
United Nations approved
federal agreement.

The leading artists of that
era were: Tewelde Reda
with his hit song “Shigey
habuni/ሽገይ ሃቡኒ” (give
me my torch, a metaphor
for independence), Tiberh
Tesfuhuney (“Eti gezana
abi hidmo”/እቲ ገዛና ዓቢ
ሕድሞ) allegory for the
invading Ethiopian army,
Ustaz Alamin Abdelletif
(“TsebHi-tsom”/ጸብሒ
ጾም), and Dr. Bereket
Mengesteab (“Kikeyd
demo”/ክኸይድ ደሞ), Eng.
Asgedom Woldemichael
(“Guma hamra lamey",/
ጉማ ሓምራ ላመይ Yonus
Ibrahim “Asmera
ketema"/ኣስመራ ከተማ…
etc. Yemane Gebremicael,
“Wedebat adey” ?ወደባት
ዓደይ and Osman
Abdelrahirm, “Ab gezana
zelekum”/ኣብ ገዛና ዘለኹም.
In the early 1970s, more
artists joined the protest
using coded messages to
raise the people’s political
consciousness. As a
result, starting in 1973,
many students and
workers from the cities
joined the armed struggle
for independence. In
1974, MaTA as an
organization joined the
armed struggle.
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The Role of Music in Reenforcing
Eritrea’s Identity, Consciousness, and
Determination

During the armed struggle,
in 1976, the Eritrean
People’s Liberation Front
(EPLF) realized the
importance of music and
organized a diversified
cultural group from the
rank and file of the
freedom fighters,
including all the nine
nationalities Eritrea. In a
short time, many skillful
musical artists developed
from the cultural group. In
coordination with the
“Voice of the Masses” radio
station, transmitted a
successful program that
uplifted fighter’s morale,
recruited young enlists,
and reached out to the
public at large. Most
importantly, music was
used to intimidate and
demoralize the fighting
willpower of enemy
soldiers.

Between the 5th and 6th
offensives of the Ethiopian
army, there was a twoyear stalemate (circa1979
to 1982). During this
period, the liberation front
organized many cultural
groups, the highest
hierarchy being the
brigade cultural group.
Many famous singers and
musicians flourished from
the brigade cultural
groups, joining the major
cultural group. For
example, a cultural group
of students in a
revolutionary school in
Sahil named “Keyahti
Embaba” (Red Flowers)
commenced in 1979. The
school produced many
young talented musicians.
After every performance
in villages and small
towns, they attracted
young Eritreans to join the
struggle in large numbers.
After independence,
musical art flourished,
new training centers for
the youth were
established to serve the
process of national
development and in
defense of national
sovereignty. The Shengrua
program is one-of-a-kind

Artwork by:
Yigzaw (Yeggy) Michael

training that reaches
out to different cities
searching for young
talents in musical art. In
addition, the six regional
administrations are
assisted in developing a
national cultural
heritage program that
competes annually in
the summer national
festival in Asmara.
Winners are awarded
financial incentives.
In brief: The role of
musical art before the
armed struggle made
significant contributions
in raising social
awareness and gradually
enhanced political
consciousness among
the Eritrean people;
when its leadership was
exiled or in jail by the
successive colonial
rulers of Ethiopia.
During the armed
struggle, the cultural
groups were
instrumental in reaching
out to the public at large.
In addition, their music
was used to combat
enemy propaganda after
independence music
continued to serve as a
catalyst for nationbuilding and fight
against an existential
threat on all borders.
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Science & Technology
Credit: UNDP Eritrea
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Bio-diversity

Domestic Donkey and African Wild Ass in Eritrea

Ted Papenfuss. Museum of Vertebrate Zoology.
University of California at Berkeley

The critically endangered
African wild ass and the
common domestic donkey are
two similar-looking and related
animals that are both important
to the people of Eritrea, but for
different reasons.
Domestic donkeys have been
found in Egyptian tombs over
5000 years old. The process of
domestication is even older. As
human agricultural societies
developed in the Middle East
and Egypt, wild asses were
captured, domesticated perhaps
throughout hundreds of years,
and used as beasts of burden.
Domestic donkeys are an
essential part of Eritrean
culture. They are used
throughout the country,
especially in villages, to
transport goods to and from
markets, to carry containers of
water, and for people to ride.
Every Eritrean is familiar with
donkeys, but many Eritreans
may not know that the ancient
ancestors of the domestic
donkeys are the African wild
asses. And that the largest
populations of the African wild
asses in the world live along the
Red Sea Coast of Eritrea south
of Massawa.

Donkey skeletons from a 5000-year-old Egyptian
Burial Ground.

Domestic Donkey.
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Historically, three subspecies of
African wild ass were found in
North Africa and the Horn of
Africa. The ancient Atlas wild ass
(Equus africanus atlanticus)
lived in the Atlas Mountains of
Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia.
Roman murals, over 1700 years
old, with the images of the Atlas
wild ass, have been found in
Algeria. This ass may have gone
extinct during Roman times due
to hunting. The subspecies were
described in 1884 based on bones
found in northern Algeria.
The Nubian wild ass lived in
eastern Sudan and northern
Eritrea. The last confirmed
sightings of Nubian wild asses
were during aerial f lights in the
1970s around the border areas of
northern Eritrea and southern
Sudan. The International Union
for the Conservation of Nature
2015 Red List of Threatened
Species stated that the Nubian
wild ass is possibly extinct.
There is now some potentially
good news based on our 2018
biodiversity survey in northern
Anseba Zoba. We talked to local
people who had lived in this part
of Eritrea for many years. When
we showed them a photo of a
Nubian wild ass, two people
recognized the animal and said
that small numbers were still
present in the mountains near
the Sudan border.

Bio-diversity
One man told us that he had seen
two Nubian wild asses drinking
water at a spring one year before
our visit. The site is very remote,
and access is difficult. A
biodiversity survey team needs to
travel to the spring and set
wildlife camera traps.
Photographic evidence would be
proof that the Nubian wild ass is
not extinct but persists as another
example of Eritrea’s uncharted
biodiversity.
The recent history of Eritrea as a
colony of Italy, a land under
British administration and as a
region annexed to Ethiopia, has
not been kind to Eritrean wildlife.
During the Italian colonization
period, the hunting of large
mammals caused the extinction of
some species, including lions and
the black rhinoceros. Extensive
deforestation to clear land for
agriculture significantly reduced
the habitat for animals like
leopards and Eritrean warthogs.
Hunting and overgrazing by
domestic animals forced the
Somali wild ass populations to
retreat from arid parts of the
Danakil Depression.
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Italy lost all its African colonies
during the Second World War,
and a British Military
Administration governed Eritrea
until 1952. When the British left,
Eritrea became part of Ethiopia.
After a long struggle for
independence from Ethiopia, the
Eritrean freedom fighters won,
and Eritrea became a member of
the United Nations in 1993.
Since independence, the
governmental policy has
required preserving natural
habitats and protecting wildlife,
including wide-ranging African
species, species restricted to the
Horn of Africa, and species
unique to Eritrea. The Forestry
and Wildlife Authority works in
every Zoba to ensure that
regional and national programs
are implemented.
An example is a very successful
program for protecting the Horn
of Africa restricted Critically
Endangered Somali wild ass
(Equus africanus somaliensis). A
hundred years ago, thousands of
individuals lived in arid and
semi-arid regions of Eritrea,
Ethiopia, Djibouti, and Somalia.
Human activities in the area
reduced the numbers until only
a few hundred remained, with
most in the Danakil Depression
of Eritrea, where they are
respected and protected by the
Afar People of Eritrea.

In the Afar culture, killing wildlife
and cutting down trees is strictly
prohibited, and they believe that if
they cause any harm to forests
and wildlife, they will be punished
by God with drought.
The Forestry and Wildlife
Authority has an ongoing research
program that monitors Somali
wild ass populations in Northern
Red Sea and Southern Red Sea
zobas. Afar scouts are hired to
observe population trends in the
different family groups of asses.
These scouts have been given
mobile phones by Futsum Hagos,
the Director of Wildlife
Conservation at the Forestry and
Wildlife Authority in Asmara. The
scouts call Futsum regularly to
report their observations, and
Futsum goes to the Danakil
Depression often to meet with the
scouts and village elders.

The Forestry and
Wildlife Authority has
an ongoing research
program that monitors
Somali wild ass
populations in
Northern Red Sea and
Southern Red Sea
zobas.
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I was with Futsum three years ago on a biodiversity survey around the site
of the Colluli Potash Project. On the road to the project site, we stopped to
observe a group of four Somali wild asses resting in the shade of a large
acacia thorn tree. The highlight of my first visit to the Danakil Depression
saw one of Eritrea’s National Treasures.

Family group of
Somali wild ass

Futsum Hagos, the Director of Wildlife for the State of
Eritrea with two Afar Scouts. They are about to start a
Somali wild ass survey in the Danakil Depression.
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City Spotlight Denver/Aurora

Zerezghi Abrehe

I have lived in the United States of
American since 1983 and Colorado since
1995. I want to take this opportunity to
describe the work our community has
undertaken here over the years to
support our brothers and sisters in
Eritrea and our adopted homeland.
To begin, let me tell you a bit about
myself. I spent many years working as a
technician for United Airlines. It was my
responsibility to make sure United’s
planes took off and landed safely and
successfully.
During that time, I also worked with
other Colorado-based Eritreans to do
whatever possible to assist people in
Eritrea, to ensure that they have
necessities for a decent life. This
includes clean water, electricity,
medication, and proper education.
I retired from United in 2013 and have
remained active in relief efforts for my
native country.

As the political situation has grown
more desperate there, this work has
become increasingly urgent.
One of the ways Colorado’s Eritrean
community, 8,000 strong, has tried to
help improve the lives of our
countrymen and women has been to
raise awareness in Colorado about
Eritrea. We have established
relationships with elected officials,
including U.S. Representative Jason
Crow and Aurora Mayor Mike Coffman.
We also had a close working
relationship with former Aurora Mayor
Steve Hogan, who died in 2018.
It was Mayor Hogan who launched the
wonderful Global Fest celebration in
Aurora eight years ago.
Aurora is home to a vast array of
nationalities and languages. People
representing at least 48 countries
participated in this year’s Global Fest,
which was held virtually because of the
pandemic.
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Denver/Aurora
The Eritrean community has been
an active participant in Global Fest
for the past several years.
Global Fest includes a Parade of
Nations, an international fashion
show, and performances
highlighting some of the many
nationalities and cultures that call
Aurora home. Unfortunately, this
year’s Global fest was held virtually
because of the pandemic. Still, in
more normal years, the event
features booths offering sumptuous
food from a variety of cultures, as
well as arts and crafts handmade by
Aurora residents from many of the
world’s nations.

One of the most popular items is our
world-renowned coffee, prepared in
a particular Eritrean way. The smell
of the coffee roasting spreads an
enticing aroma around the area.
Visitors come looking for the coffee
and enjoy the actual coffee taste.

Each country parades its flag and
has a representative go up to the
microphone to say “welcome to the
City of Aurora” in their native
language. Dozens of flags from other
nations now adorn Aurora’s, City
Hall.
The Eritrean community puts up
one of the most significant tents at
Global Fest, fully decorated with the
Eritrean flag. Many Americans have
never heard of Eritrea, and we hope
our active participation in Global
Fest helps introduce people to our
country and our culture. We feature
Eritrean music and our beautiful
Eritrean women, with their great
traditional dress, as well as our
traditional dishes, including
Hmbasha and Engera with Zgni.

One of the most popular
items is our worldrenowned coffee, prepared
in a particular Eritrean way.
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The Honorable Mike Coffman, Mayor of Aurora, Colora…
Colora…

Watch later

Share

Watch on
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The Honorable Michael B. Hancock, Mayor of Denver, …

Watch later

Share

Watch on

Governor Jared Polis of Colorado

Watch later

Share

Watch on
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The war which started a year ago by
the Tigrayan People’s Liberation
Front (TPLF) in Ethiopia threatens to
engulf the Horn of Africa, yet the
information people receive in the U.S.
from the news media is often
factually incorrect.
We hope and trust that by urging our
elected representatives to engage in
deep fact-finding, they will learn the
truth about the situation facing
Eritrea and the Horn of Africa and
take a position that supports the
Eritrean people. We are not asking
them to take one side or another but
to learn the facts and do right.

and more access to affordable
housing, which is becoming a more
significant challenge as housing
prices in Colorado soar. Housing,
particularly homeownership, is
essential to building generational
wealth, yet housing is becoming
increasingly unaffordable for
everyone, especially for our people.
As a representative of the Eritrean
community, and a member of the
Public Diplomacy Group, I want to
thank ALG and its leader, Papa Dia,
for being such a strong partner and
advocate for our people.

In all of this work, we have a great
ally in the African Leadership Group,
a nonprofit advocacy, and social
services organization based in Aurora
that provides an array of services and
educational programming to the
community-at-large, but with a
particular emphasis on African
immigrants.
Another issue that our community
has been facing, especially since the
Covid-19 panic-struck, has been
mental health challenges. We are not
unique in meeting these challenges,
but it can sometimes be challenging
to feel comfortable seeking help for
mental health challenges in our
culture. ALG has been a great partner
in helping our community receive the
mental health services they need.
ALG has also been a great partner in
helping the Eritrean community
advocate for vital public education
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Eritrean Dolls

afar

b'dawiet

kunama

nara

saho

tigre

bilen

rashaida

tigrinya

My name is Dina, and I am an
Eritrean-American, born and
raised in the Bay Area, California. I
grew up in an organized and
vibrant Eritrean community. I
recall my parents, extended family,
and community members talking
extensively about their childhoods
in Eritrea, their neighbors and
neighborhoods, their experiences
in transit from Eritrea through
different countries in the diaspora,
and why they continue to be
politically engaged and invested in
what happens in Eritrea and to
Eritreans, everywhere.
Though I entered college with a
plan to pursue the pre-medicine
track, I discovered I was much
keener on a career in the academy,
where I would be able to study the
significance of the Eritrean
liberation struggle in the context
of Eritrea, Africa, and the
international community
seriously.
I majored in Africana Studies,
where I acquired the skills to
examine the political, economic,
historical, and cultural facets that
make up the African continent and
its diaspora.
Then, I pursued a master’s degree
in oral history, which
strengthened my methodological
research skills and learned
technical skills necessary to
archive and digitize such sacred,
historical material properly.

A Conversation with Dina M. Asfeha

Would you briefly tell us about
yourself?
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What is anthropology? Are there
different subfields of
anthropology? What is the
importance of studying
anthropology for countries like
Eritrea?
Anthropology is a social science
focused on explaining histories
and systems/institutions by
examining human societies and
cultures over time. The four
subfields of anthropology are
archaeology, sociocultural
anthropology, biological
anthropology, and linguistic
anthropology. I appreciate
anthropology because it offers a
method that exposes the
complexities of social problems,
cultural practices and politics, and
how technologies evolve –to name
a few things.
Academia is a profession
concerned with
research/scholarship and
education. It is an important
platform not only for
disseminating knowledge but also
as a site of knowledge production.
As a scholar, I am afforded the
opportunity to 1) pursue an
original research project, 2)
influence knowledge production,
and 3) develop courses that inspire
imaginative thinking and writing.

A Conversation with Dina M. Asfeha

Finally, I entered an anthropology
doctoral program, where I now
research sovereignty in Eritrea
through analyzing medical and
economic mutual aid networks.

According to my reading and
observations, the most popular
and widely circulated scholarly
texts and studies on Eritrea fall
into a couple of categories: 1) they
romanticize the liberation
struggle, followed by a reductive
commentary on challenges that
arose post-independence, rushing
to label Eritrea a “failed state,” and
2) they unfairly essentialize social
issues in Eritrea without
contextualizing the geopolitical
scene that produces specific
problems in Eritrea, today.
To many, Eritrea is a conundrum
because of historical
misconceptions – for instance, the
notion that Eritrea was once a part
of Ethiopia – and contemporary
features of governance – such as
the rejection of cues from the UN
on how to govern and a refusal to
adhere to structural readjustment
programs after becoming
independent since 1991.
I use the anthropological method
to thread together the historical
and empirical evidence that helps
people better understand how and
why sovereign Eritrea exists and
the material challenges of being a
politically independent, subSaharan country in the Horn of
Africa region.
Would you tell us about your
dissertation?
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My work explores how Eritreans
inaugurated a medical framework
of a future society through secret
clinics in combat zones during the
liberation struggle, establishing a
set of practices and infrastructures
to facilitate the circulation of
material resources and clinical
care throughout moments of crisis,
and the way this precedent
structures national goals, today.

A Conversation with Dina M. Asfeha

In my dissertation, I theorize the
Eritrean framework of sovereignty,
which was produced during the
armed struggle for independence
against imperial Ethiopia (19611991) and has continued to be
deployed throughout ongoing
challenges to Eritrean selfdetermination in the postindependence era, such as the
Ethiopia-Eritrea territorial dispute
(1998-2000) and UN sanctions
(2009-2018). Specifically, I examine
the medical and economic mutual
aid networks that Eritreans forged
in the Nakfa trenches, which
extend into the diaspora and back
to Eritrea.

You created an installation piece
based on your dissertation. Would
you elaborate on the installation
project?
Along with two collaborators, I
created a Nakfa trench installation
called “Underground Hospital:
Combat Medics in the Trenches of
the Eritrean Struggle for
Independence.” This trench
installation invited spectators to
be immersed in the agar Hakim
experienced when they ventured
into a trench to provide care to an
injured btsay/ti.
As the designers of this trench, we
wanted spectators to consider the
intersection between feeling
sovereignty and the act of
providing life-saving medical
attention in these distinct
conditions: narrow walls, darkness
only illuminated by a flashlight,
and makeshift medical tools.

To divorce, the legacies of
imperialism from our current
analysis of Eritrea provide an
ahistorical – and thus incomplete –
interpretation of Eritrean
sovereignty. In this way, I situate
my study of medical and economic
frameworks within broader
discourses of colonialism, human
life’s value, and race and medicine
in Africa.
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Who were the “agar Hakim” and
their contribution to the Eritrean
liberation struggle?

After the ELF, the EPLF became the
vanguard of the revolution and was
notably successful in systematically
organizing Eritrean people into
departments, one of which was the
health department. The EPLF
adopted China’s “barefoot doctors”
(or agar Hakim) system to address
first aid and healthcare access and
delivery issues, extending to armed
conflict zones. These agar HaQkaim
were ordinary Eritreans –
adolescents, mothers, and farmers –
who underwent clinical and
ideological training. They were
stationed throughout all parts of
the country to provide immediate
medical attention to injured people,

A Conversation with Dina M. Asfeha

The agar Hakim is an important
figure in Eritrean revolutionary
history and the contemporary. The
agar Hakim emerged out of
necessity during the liberation
struggle. Eritreans were
outnumbered by the Ethiopian
imperial army and its powerful
foreign allies. The artillery and
economic support provided to
Ethiopia to repress the Eritrean
revolution were immense.
Terroristic acts of violence unto
Eritreans were a part of daily life,
on the battlefields and amongst
civilians. Many Eritrean guerrillas
were armed with weapons, but they
did not have the medical expertise
and skills to address wounds and
injuries.

including prisoners of war (POW). The
agar HaQkaim played a crucial role in
instituting the social values that
animate healthcare in Eritrea.
In your research, did you find any
medical innovations? If you did, what
can the world learn from the Eritrean
medical experience during the fight
for Eritrean independence?
I am in the process of finding
interviewees who can share their
experiences as combat medics – as
agar HaQkaim, nurses, doctors – in
the field. Like many, I am grateful for
Dr. Tekeste Fekadu’s careful and
detailed documentation about life as
a war surgeon during the Eritrean
armed struggle. In his books, he
discusses how abdominal surgery
revolutionized fighters’ chances of
living when the rate of fatality was
nearly 100% from such an injury. Dr.
Tekeste and his team performed
these procedures in surgical theatres
designed in the wilderness, using
caves and shrubbery to shield
themselves from lurking Ethiopian air
forces that could potentially shell
their operation.
I highly recommend all of Dr.
Tekeste’s books. But, for me, these
texts most importantly contain
information about the creative
technological advancements
pioneered by Eritreans during this
ongoing crisis and the way Eritreans’
collaboration produced a social
transformation and new ways of
relating to one another as fellow
citizens
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Finally, how did the medical
experience during the armed
struggle transform into postindependence Eritrea?
A central part of my research is
an investigation of medical
sovereignty. Broadly, medical
sovereignty can be described as
the provision of healthcare
based on the local needs and
affordances of a society. In
thinking about medicine and
sovereignty together, there is a
common theme of survival –
survival of a nation and the
survival of people.
Eritrea is an anomalous case
because though it is deemed a
poor country, the government
still prioritizes healthcare as a
social infrastructure for all.
This is reflected in the budget,
which allocates approximately
29% to healthcare, as cited in
the 2020 WHO annual report.
Moreover, despite many
attempts to thwart sovereignty,
the government continues to
make notable strides in
healthcare development –
namely, the Ethiopia-Eritrea
territorial dispute (1998-2000)
and UN sanctions (2009-2018) –
wars and policies that have
produced very strenuous
material conditions for
ordinary people. At the same
time, according to a 2014 UNDP
report, Eritrea is one of few
developing countries on track
to meeting millennium
development goals in health.

A Conversation
with Dina M.
Asfeha
It, then, becomes interesting to analyze the
government of Eritrea’s domestic and foreign
policies that make such progress possible,
amid the turbulent geopolitical arena Eritrea
finds itself in as an African country resisting
neo-colonial directives from major world
powers about how to structure national
priorities and political alliances, or the
economy and which entities to do business
with.
For the government and the people of Eritrea,
designing and shaping society on its terms is
a critique of colonial rule, confronting the
ugly legacies of imperialism head-on.

Underground Trench In-the-Making
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A great loss for
cycling
Our thoughts are with her
family, friends, and
@WCC_Cycling teammates
and coaches during this
tragic time.”
Desiet Kidane Tekeste had
won many medals in various
international competitions,
including the Junior African
Continental Championship.

Desiet Kidane Tekeste was a
promising 21-year-old
Eritrean professional cyclist
who participated in
different races worldwide.
Unfortunately, she sadly
died in a road collision on
November 8, 2021, while she
was training near the city of
Asmara. Her funeral services
were held on November 9,
2021, in Adi Quntsi, Eritrea.

In her first race outside of
Eritrea, at the age of 17,
Kidane Tekeste won a gold
medal in the Junior African
Continental Championship
2018 held in Rwanda.
Although she failed to finish
the race, she also
represented her country
Eritrea in the 94th UCI Road
World Championships this
year. Lastly, she finished
18th in the Périgord Ladies
and 22nd in a similar
competition held in France.

Many are left speechless as
they grieve her death and
express their condolences
on Twitter. UCI wrote:
“Desiet. With her constant
smile, kindness, respect, and
deep passion for cycling,
Desiet Kidane Tekeste was a
rising young talent who will
be greatly missed.

Our deepest condolences go
to her family, friends,
teammates, and the people
of Eritrea who are
experiencing this
significant loss. She may
have gone too soon, but we
will never forget our
heroine, Desiet Kidane
Tekeste.
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Cycling in Eritrea:
The legacy of resilience, competitiveness,
and skill
Aklilu Lijam

On September 24, 2021,
Eritreans all over the world
celebrated a significant
sporting victory. This victory
was achieved by a young
rider and a rising star by the
name of Biniam Girmai. As
one of the European
journalists reported, “Biniam
hailed a landmark moment
for Eritrea and all of Africa
after winning the silver
medal in the U23 men’s road
race at the Union Cycling
International (UCI) Road
World Championships”.
However, this victory was not
achieved overnight and had
its roots in the love of all
Eritreans’ cycling sports. For
generations, Eritreans’ love
and embracing of “the
machine” for daily activities
or competitive sports has
been going. The tradition of
competitiveness and scoring
persistent victories that
started with the “First
Generation” is now more
than ever glittering with the
new generation known as the
“Fourth Generation.”

Due to the extraordinary success of
Eritrean cycling, professional
Eritrean cyclists have joined
different European and Asian
cycling clubs, unthinkable some
twenty to twenty-five years ago.
The roots of such success lie in the
determination of the Eritrean
people in general and the cyclists in
particular, who confronted Italian,
British, and Ethiopian colonial
rulers to respect their rights and
their right to participate and
compete in the cycling contests
organized in Eritrea and for just
and equal treatment during the
competitions. All the cyclists, from
the first generation to the current
young riders, have paid dearly to
the success stories we are enjoying
and boasting about now.
If we look back at Eritrean cycling
history, the Italians first
introduced cycling to Eritreans. In
1898, the Italian soldiers brought in
the first bike, used for postal
services. However, cycling as a
competitive sport was first
introduced at the beginning of the
20th century.
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Cycling in Eritrea
Thus, a 120-year-old heritage with
“the machine” both for means of
transportation and competitive
sports has developed a proliferating
passion for the sport. The result is
that Eritrea is keeping on
producing some of the best cyclists
in the world.
The Eritrean people embraced this
“new machine,” and it did not take
long before it became part of their
daily life as a mode of
transportation and means of
competitive sports. Although, as in
most countries of the world, Eritrea
was reluctant to use it for any
activities. The bicycle, which, when
introduced into Eritrea, was nicknamed Arebya Sheytan (the Devil’s
Chariot), has since then shed its
derogatory name because Eritreans
learned how to use it, tamed the
machine, and learned that if used
correctly, it could be beneficial.
Thus, it did not take time for the
bicycle to become many Eritreans’
best friends, including children. . A
saying goes: “the Eritrean child
learns to ride the bicycle before he
properly starts reading his books.”
It was in 1935/36 that Eritreans, for
the first time, were able to use the
bicycle in a competitive sport.

This is the time known as “Nel
Trenta-Cinque,” which marks the
Italian invasion of Ethiopia from
their bases in Eritrea and Somalia.
Eritrea at that time has been under
Italian occupation for forty-five
years. Therefore, it was not easy for
the Eritrean indigenous people to
overcome the obstacles of the
Fascist discriminatory laws and
compete in any of the cycling
events organized by the Italians.
However, as we refer to them in the
Eritrean cycling competition, the
first generation, therefore, showed
resilience and dedication or used
the Tigrinya word “HABBO” to
overcome the obstacles imposed by
the Italian colonist. They fought
hard and were able not only to be
part of the sporting events but
showed their skills to beat the
Italian colonists and prove that
black Africans are not in any way
inferior to the “masters.”

The Eritrean people
embraced this “new
machine,” and it did not take
long before it became part of
their daily life as a mode of
transportation and means of
competitive sports.
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Cycling in Eritrea
Despite the hardships they were
facing by the Ethiopian colonizers,
the “Third Generation” was also
able to achieve historic victories in
the domestic and international
stages achieving galvanizing
successes.

1st Generation Riders

The huge victories scored by Eritrean
cyclists Gebremariam Gebru in 1939 and
Weldemichael Asgedom (nick-named
Berbere) in 1946 can be sighted as good
examples of the significant
achievements by the indigenous people
that paved the way to more successes.
In the international cycling stages, the
two Eritrean Olympians Tsehaye Bahta
and Mesfin Tesfai, set the ball rolling
when they became the first black
Africans to compete in the Olympics of
1956 in Melbourne, Australia. Then
followed on their steps came the 2nd
generation of riders of household
names, and as they are many, it isn’t
easy to list their names in this article.
These riders dominated the Olympics
from 1960 to 1972, showing their skills
competing with the elite European
riders. Five of these riders were able to
stand first and win a gold medal in the
All African Games of 1972 in Lagos.

Then we have the New Generation,
both men, and women, known as
the “Fourth Generation” who
managed to inf lux the global stages
in significant numbers by first
attending the UCI based training
centers in Switzerland and then
showing their competitiveness and
skills to join famous European and
Asian cycling clubs to compete
professionally. Thus, for example,
Eritrea produced more than
twenty-five pro cyclists who joined
known professional clubs in the
past five years, mainly in Europe.

Gold medal winners in the All African
Games of 1972 in Lagos.
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Cycling in Eritrea
Eritrean women cyclists have also
shown outstanding efforts to break the
obstacles laid by the colonizers and
managed to overcome significant
barriers and cultural stigma. As a
result, Eritrea has produced skilled and
competitive women cyclists, who are as
talented as the men, if not more so. The
level and potential of talent are
genuinely world-class. In the past ten
years, several Eritrean women cyclists
were able to join the UCI World Cycling
Centre (WCC) in Switzerland and the
Africa Rising Cycling Center (ARCC) in
Rwanda for intensive training. Since
2016, two Eritrean female cyclists
Yohana Dawit and Mossana Debesay,
have joined professional clubs in the
USA and Italy.
Therefore, Biniam Girmai in the world
championship continues more than a
century of the remarkable history of
cycling in Eritrea. Once again, Biniam
was able to endorse the Eritrean legacy
of resilience, competitiveness, and

skill. With these qualities, Eritrea
will continue to produce stars that
compete at the international
cycling stages.

Cyclists from the 2nd generation

Fans
Yohana Dawit
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Play & Music Time

Hover over the light blue rectangle below and
play the "Eritrea on my mind" jigsaw puzzle.
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Hover over the pink rectangle below and play a
jigsaw puzzle.

Listen to traditional Eritrean music while playing
the jigsaw puzzle above.
Glimpse of Eritrea October 29 2021

Watch on

Copy link

Book Notes
History as Testimony of the Past.
Meninet Teferi
My name is Meninet Teferi; where I
come from, the father’s first name
is used as the child’s surname. I was
born in Catania, on Sicily’s east
coast, to Eritrean parents who since
my tender age have transmitted to
me the love of a homeland, so rich
in feelings and history that over
time, I became passionate about it.
This is a story about the strong
love my parents instilled in me for
our homeland Eritrea though I was
born thousands of miles away from
it.
It was a Thursday morning. I
remember that I was in the fourth
grade in elementary school in
Valverde, in the province of Catania.
That day the school administrators
had to merge sections 4B and 4C
due to teacher absences. I was in
4B. Coming from 4C was a very dear
friend who had lived just over a
year in Italy. Though he was born
and raised in Eritrea, his parents
were from neighboring Ethiopia to
the south. Nevertheless, thinking
he was an Eritrean, I considered
him my ‘cousin’ from the first day.

We used to call all family friends of
Eritrean descent uncle or aunt; so
we kids all became “cousins” in
those days. When I think about it
today I laugh because the
neighbors and the teachers
believed that Eritreans were
indeed one large family. And at
that time in Catania city and in the
province, there were a lot of
Eritreans.
So that Thursday morning, the
teacher put me and him at the
same desk, probably thinking that
we knew each other or were
related because of our similar
dark-skin complexion.
Then, the teacher started to ask
the names of all the children in the
class. My unfamiliar name was not
the only thing that made me stand
out in the class; I always wore
braids with pearls.
"What is your name?” the
teacher pointed at me. “My name
is Meninet,” I responded. “And
where do you come from?” she
added. “I come from Eritrea.”
"And where is it?” he persisted.
Next to our desk was a large map
of the world, badly in need of upto-dating. I turned my head, tried
to find Eritrea, but it wasn’t there,
it didn’t exist.

History as Testimony of the Past.
Meninet Teferi

So, I got up and said to the teacher,
pointing with my finger: “It’s here, in
the Horn of Africa, but this map is
old. We need to change it,” I said.
Eritrea has been an independent
state since 1991 and sovereign since
1993, and now we are in 2000, in the
middle of another war with Ethiopia,
I told the teacher. She looked at me a
little strange but at the same time
surprised.
"And you?” she asked my friend and
desk-mate. “My name is Dereje, and I
am Ethiopian. Eritrea does not exist
and will forever be under the
dominion of Ethiopia,” he said very
authoritatively.
I looked at him so angry and ran
home for some parental support. I
knew Thursday was the day my
mother would be at home. So, I didn’t
have to buzz the intercom; she was
already at the door waiting for me.
“Chuchi (my nickname), what
happened,” she asked. “Mammi,” I
responded with tears flowing.
“Dereje told me that Eritrea does not
exist and that it will forever be under
Ethiopian rule.”
She hugged me, wiped off my tears,
and told me: “Don’t cry. Eritrea will
come out strong again this time. The
Eritrean people don’t joke with their
land.” I dried my tears, went into the
house, and convinced myself that the
Eritrean people were Invincible in
defending our homeland.

From that day on, I became more and
more curious about anything Eritrean,
trying to be more fluent in the
language, participating in events, such
as festivals, conferences, seminars; I
also started listening more intently to
even casual talks about the people and
land with members of the older
generation.
Little by little, it became something I
could not do without. I became a
member of the community of young
Eritreans in Europe, the YPFDJ, and I
became one of its representatives in
Italy. I was proud of what I was doing.
I enrolled at the University of Catania
and decided to study history, politics,
and international relations. A course in
cultural and non-cultural subjects
taught me that politics is the soul of
our lives.

"Little by little, it
became something I
could not do without."

History as ..
I am tired of being mistaken for an
Ethiopian or an Indian, or even a
Brazilian. I wanted people to know
where I come from. So, I decided to
continue my university education,
not to secure a diplomatic career,
but to introduce my professors to
the concrete Eritrean reality, rooted
in a strong sense of resilience and
determination to be free. “Victory to
the Masses” is the title of my
bachelor’s degree thesis, which is
more than 100 pages long, instead of
the required 60 pages for such
papers.
I started reading books on ancient,
modern, contemporary history and
made a collage of all the notes I had
collected for about ten years, with
some interviews here and there.
Finally, I took stock of the situation
and finished my thesis. I noticed
that it was good to explain Eritrea’s
strategic location, how it was in
antiquity, why it is called Eritrea,
and the origins of its people. So I
wrote starting from the years before
Christ and developed the theme all
the way to the era of the armed
struggle that lasted thirty years and
ended with a focus on why Eritrea’s
geostrategic position continues to
attract all world powers.
But above all, unity of its people is
something everyone fights for; as a
result, in Eritrea, unlike in many
other countries, Christians and
Muslims coexist peacefully, and its
nine nationalities live in harmony.

That was what colonizers tried to take
away using their divide and rule system
of governance. Eritrea is a country where
the different nationalities respect each
other’s culture and tradition.
I decided to focus my thesis on the
Eritrean question partly because it
belongs to me and because in one way or
another it is a story that needs to be told.
I wanted to develop it into a book-length
work for Eritreans born abroad, history
readers, and everyone else interested in a
people willing to give anything for their
freedom.
So, a few years after graduation, I took a
second look at my thesis and saw that
it was incomplete. The name Eritrea
derives from the Greek word Erythros,
which means red; hence, the Red Sea. It
borders Ethiopia, Sudan, Saudi Arabia,
Yemen, and Djibouti. Despite its cultural
variety, there is no official language, but
the most widely spoken is Tigrinya.

History as Testimony of the Past.
Victory of the Masses: Eritrea,
heroism, and resilience. The title of
my book reflects the victory of the
resilient and heroic Eritrean
People who won their independence
despite the tremendous difficulties
they faced for decades. Colonizers
tried to eliminate any trace of the
colonized people’s cultural identity.
Eritrea was no exception. However,
Eritreans fought back against
attempts to make them other than
who they are.
Eritrea finally became free from
Ethiopian occupation on May 24, 1991,
a historic date for the whole world. It
was unthinkable and seemingly
impossible for such a small nation and
small population to militarily defeat
an imperial state with a population
more than fifteen times that of
Eritrea and had the full military
support of the former Soviet Union.
As they say, unity is strength.
After independence, the Eritrean
state recovered so quickly
economically that those early years
were called “golden years.”
Unfortunately, however, in 1998, there
was another Ethiopian attack--a
border war in which the city of Badme
became a disputed territory. In the
end, after three years of war, an
international court rejected Ethiopia’s
claim over the territory, and Badme
was returned to its rightful owner.

Still, Ethiopia refused to accept the
decision of the Court and illegally
occupied it for more than nineteen years.
However, In July 2018, a new government
in Ethiopia officially accepted the court
decision. Subsequently, the government
withdrew its army from Badme.
So, if it is genuinely respected, only then
can we begin to speak of THE ERITREA for
which two entire generations of men and
women have sacrificed their lives to
ensure its birth as a nation, survival, and
growth. Eritrea continues to be the hinge
of the Horn of Africa, a variegated territory
and much coveted by foreign powers.

History as Testimony of the Past.
It is no coincidence that I decided to write from the ancient times because we need to
take a few steps back to fully understand its reality today.
I am an Eritrean child who wanted to have blond hair and wondered why I was the
only brown one; I am an Eritrean girl who was ashamed to say she was Italian because
she felt a little excluded. However, today, I am the Italian-Eritrean woman who fully
understands and is proud that I am the product of two different cultures.
My book, Victory to the Masses, is written in Italian because, in addition to being my
first language, it is the language I used to write my thesis. However, in response to
requests from many, it will soon be published in Tigrinya and English. I recommend it
to all people of all ages because you can’t go anywhere without history, and we
wouldn’t be who we are without it. It is worth reading, and above all, be proud of your
origins.
It is dedicated to Eritrea’s War Martyrs who sacrificed so much to make sure that their
people had and will continue to have a better future.
Eternal glory to the Martyrs,
Victory to the Masses!

Meninet Teferi
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Public Diplomacy Group's
Activities in Pictures
Saint Paul, Minnesota

Twin Cities, MINNESOTA
Eritrean-American Halla Henderson ran for the School Board in
St.Paul, Minnesota, and won.

Ethiopian Festival: Solidified Existing
Eritrean and Ethiopian Friendship.
Ahmed Ibrahim

Every year, in September, Ethiopians
living in Minnesota celebrate their
Festival surrounded by fellow
Ethiopians and Africans (from other
regions of the continent). Bonded by
common goals, the annual Ethiopian
Festival fosters people-to-people
relations and enhances opportunities
for people to work together for the
expected benefits of all.
This year, the Ethiopian Festival in
Minnesota was held on September 5,
2021, in Saint Paul. Many Africans
(Somalians, Kenyans, Ugandans,
Ghanaians, Cameroonians, Malians, and
Liberians) from different cities in the
USA and Canada were invited to
participate in this year’s Ethiopian
Festival. The invitees were able to
showcase their culture and tradition to
participants in this colorful Festival.
The Ethiopian Festival comes when the
Eritrean people are engaged in foiling
external hostilities directed against
their homeland, Eritrea. In addition,
Eritreans have also been involved in
endeavors of public diplomacy to
establish a strong foundation of peopleto-people partnerships with Ethiopians
and Somalians in the Twin Cities. With
these objectives, the Eritrean
Community participated in two areas of
the Festival.
1.Denden- the Eritrean Soccer Club
representing the Eritrean community
participated in the Ethiopian Festival
tournament and reached the finals.

But, unfortunately, Denden played
against the Ethiopian team for the
Festival championship and was
defeated 1-2 to finish second.
II. The Eritrean Cultural group added
color to the Ethiopian Festival by
showing dances and songs of Eritrea's
nine different nationalities.
Throughout the evening, participants
of the Festival danced to the tones of
Eritrean songs in jubilation.
Many Americans from the Twin Cities
participated in this year’s Ethiopian
Festival. In addition, the mayor of
Saint Paul, the Honorable Melvin
Carter, and many dignitaries from the
city government was also present at
this event.
This year’s Ethiopian Festival is among
the many other events we need to
foster to bring the people of Eritrea
and Ethiopia for both peoples’ shared
prosperity and growth. Indeed, the
Festival was able to magnify the
importance of the relations between
Ethiopians and Eritreans, and talks are
underway for the possibility of having
a joint celebration in the future.
Participants of the Ethiopian Festival
were cordial in proposing ideas for the
growth of events like this. Their
opinions are well taken for they’ll
strengthen future common cultural
bonds between the two peoples.
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New Orleans, LOUISIANA

New Orleans' Public Diplomacy Group showcased Eritrean culture

New Orleans, LOUISIANA

New Orleans, LOUISIANA

Seattle, WASHINGTON
Mayor-elect of Seattle, Bruce Harrell with the Seattle Public Diplomacy Group.

Seattle's Public
Diplomacy
Group
conducting the
phone bank.

Dallas, TEXAS

Our Dallas members volunteered to serve the needy
in the Dallas metro area on Thanksgiving Day.

Yegizaw (Yeggy) Michael
We are very honored to have Yeggy as our "virtual-resident-artist". We
will conduct an interview with him in the future, but for now, we would
like to showcase his work.

Melody of the Horn

Inner Peace

Education

For more of Yeggy's work, click below
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